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LG CONSTRUCTION BRINGS BOKA’S LATEST RESTAURANT, GT PRIME, TO LIFE
Chicago, IL – Boka Restaurant Group selected LG Construction to build its latest epicure triumph, GT Prime. After seven
months of hard work, the two-story, 5,600 sq. ft. restaurant will seat 140 of Chicago’s hungriest carnivores when it
opens on Tuesday, September 6th.
GT Prime, a partnership between Chef Giuseppe Tentori and Boka Restaurant Group, is located at 707 North Wells, in
the heart of Chicago’s River North neighborhood, and surrounded by some of the most desired “foodie” restaurants
in the city. Just a few blocks away, you’ll find another famed restaurant by the same duo, GT Fish & Oyster, which was
also built by LG Construction.
“LG is committed to working with Boka to develop not only beautifully-designed, but also intelligently-constructed
projects that greatly enhance the communities in which they’re a part of” said Project Manager Alex Dyer. “We were
honored to have been able to work with Boka again, and look forward to many more projects in the future!”
Architecture by Jonathon Splitt Architects Ltd, and designed by Karen Herold of Studio K, GT Prime evokes the feeling
of a beautifully rustic modern day fairy tale. Raw wood, cabernet-stained concrete floors, brass tones and naturalesque
touches like faux fur chairs and taxidermy-covered walls, mix perfectly with the large crystal chandelier to give GT
Prime a moody and intimate experience unlike anything else Chicago’s steakhouse scene has to offer.
To see the final product or taste their latest creations, be sure to visit GT Prime, open seven days a week.
ABOUT LG CONSTRUCTION
LG Construction is a division of LG Construction + Development Group, a full-service design/build, general
contracting and development firm.
LG Construction has been a leading Chicago construction firm for over 10 years. Our roots are in high-end,
custom, single-family homes, and that tradition of detail continues today for both our residential and
commercial projects. Our advanced knowledge, integrity and energy is focused solely on the experience of the client.
We build because of who we are, the values we live by, the pride we take in our work, and above all else, our passion
for developing unique projects from conception to completion. For further information on GT Prime or any of our
projects, visit www.lgdevelopmentgroup.com.
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